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Abstract

We show that the theory of MV-algebras is Morita-equivalent to that

of abelian `-groups with strong unit. This generalizes the well-known

equivalence between the categories of set-based models of the two theo-

ries established by D. Mundici in 1986, and allows to transfer properties

and results across them by using the methods of topos theory. We dis-

cuss several applications, including a sheaf-theoretic version of Mundici's

equivalence and a bijective correspondence between the geometric theory

extensions of the two theories.
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1 Introduction

This paper is a contribution to the research programme `toposes as bridges'
introduced in [5], which aims at developing the unifying potential of the notion
of Grothendieck topos as a means for relating di�erent mathematical theories
to each other through topos-theoretic invariants. The general methodology out-
lined therein is applied here to a duality of particular interest in the �eld of
many-valued logics, namely Mundici's equivalence between the category of MV-
algebras and that of abelian `-groups with a distinguished strong unit.

The class of structures known as MV-algebras was introduced in 1958 by
C. C. Chang (cf. [6] and [7]) in order to provide an algebraic proof of the
completeness of �ukasiewicz's multi-valued propositional logic. In the following
years, the theory of MV-algebras has found applications in a variety of areas
such as lattice-ordered abelian group theory (cf. [14], [9]), functional analysis
(cf. [15]) and fuzzy set theory (cf. [1]).

Notably, in 1986 ([14] and [15]) D. Mundici established an equivalence be-
tween the category of MV-algebras and that of lattice ordered abelian groups
with a distinguished strong unit, extending Chang's equivalence ([7]) between
the category of MV-chains and that of totally ordered abelian groups with a
distinguished strong unit.

In this paper we interpret Mundici's equivalence as an equivalence of cate-
gories of set-based models of two geometric theories, namely the algebraic theory
of MV-algebras and the theory of abelian `-groups with strong unit, and show
that this equivalence generalizes over an arbitrary Grothendieck topos yielding
a Morita-equivalence between the two theories.

The fact that these two theories have equivalent classifying toposes - rather
than merely equivalent categories of set-based models - has non-trivial conse-
quences, some of which are explored in the �nal section of the paper (cf. also
[5] for a general overview of the signi�cance of the notion of Morita-equivalence
in Mathematics). For instance, the established Morita-equivalence provides,
for any topological space X, an equivalence between the category of sheaves of
MV-algebras over X and the category of sheaves of abelian `-groups with unit
over X whose stalks are `-groups with strong unit, which is natural in X and
which extends Mundici's equivalence at the level of stalks. Another corollary
is the fact that the geometric theory extensions of the two theories in their
respective languages correspond to each other bijectively, a result that cannot
be proved directly since - as we show in section 4.2 - the two theories are not
bi-interpretable.

The plan of the paper is as follows.
In section 2 we �x the terminology and notation.
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In section 3 we introduce axiomatizations of the theory of MV-algebras and
of that of abelian `-groups with strong unit within geometric logic, and describe
the models of the two theories in an arbitrary Grothendieck topos.

In section 4, after reviewing the classical Mundici's equivalence, we pro-
ceed to generalizing it to the topos-theoretic setting, by de�ning, for every
Grothendieck topos E , two functors: one from the category of models of abelian
`-groups with strong unit in E to the category for MV-algebras in E , the other
in the opposite direction. Further, we show that these two functors are cate-
gorical inverses to each other and that the resulting equivalence is natural in E ,
thus concluding that the two theories are Morita-equivalent.

In section 5 we present the two above-mentioned applications of the Morita-
equivalence just built, and obtain a logical characterization of the `-groups cor-
responding to �nitely presented MV-algebras. Speci�cally, we show that such
groups can be characterized as the �nitely presented abelian `-groups with unit
whose unit is strong or, equivalently, as the `-groups presented by a formula
which is irreducible relatively to the theory of abelian `-groups with strong unit
(in the sense of section 5). Moreover, in section 5.4 we show that the theory Lu,
whilst not �nitary, enjoys a form of geometric compactness and completeness,
by virtue of its Morita-equivalence with the �nitary theory of MV-algebras.

Section 6 is an appendix in which we provide, for the bene�t of non-specialists
in topos theory, the basic topos-theoretic background necessary to understand
the paper.

2 Terminology and notation

In this section we �x the relevant notation and terminology used throughout
the paper.

All the toposes are Grothendieck toposes, and all the theories are geometric
theories, if not otherwise speci�ed (cf. section 6 for the topos-theoretic back-
ground).

- MV, theory of MV-algebra;

- ΣMV, signature of the theory MV;

- Lu, theory of `-groups with stong unit;

- ΣLu
, signature of theory Lu;

- L, theory of `-groups with unit;

- Set, category of sets and functions between sets;

- MV, category of MV-algebras and MV-homomorphisms between them;

- Lu, category of `-groups with strong unit and `-groups unital homomor-
phisms between them;

- T-mod(E ), category whose objects are models of the theory T in the topos
E and whose arrows are homomorphisms between them;

- CT, geometric syntactic category of a geometric theory T;
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- [[~x . φ]]M , interpretation of a formula in a context ~x in a structure M ;

- Homgeom(C ,D), category of geometric functors from a geometric cate-
gory C to a geometric category D ;

- f.p.T-mod(Set), category whose objects are the �nitely presentable mod-
els of a geometric theory T (i.e., the models such that the hom functor
HomT-mod(Set)(M,−) : T-mod(Set) → Set preserves �ltered colimits)
and whose arrows are the T-model homomorphisms between them;

- Set[T], classifying topos of a geometric theory T;

- γE : E → Set, the unique (up to isomorphism) geometric morphism from
a Grothendieck topos E to the category Set of sets.

3 Axiomatizations

3.1 Theory of MV-algebras MV
De�nition 3.1. [8] An MV-algebra is an algebra A = (A,⊕,¬, 0) with a binary
operation ⊕, an unary operation ¬ and a constant 0, satisfying the following
equations: for any x, y, z ∈ A

1. x⊕ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊕ y)⊕ z

2. x⊕ y = y ⊕ x

3. x⊕ 0 = x

4. ¬¬x = x

5. x⊕ ¬0 = ¬0

6. ¬(¬x⊕ y)⊕ y = ¬(¬y ⊕ x)⊕ x

As a variety, the category of MV-algebras coincides with the category of
models of a theory, which we denote by the symbol MV. The signature ΣMV of
this theory consists of one sort, two function symbols and one constant:

function symbols: ⊕ and ¬

constant symbol: 0

The axioms of MV are:

1. > `x,y,z x⊕ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊕ y)⊕ z

2. (> `x,y x⊕ y = y ⊕ x)

3. (> `x x⊕ 0 = x)

4. (> `x ¬¬x = x)

5. (> `x x⊕ ¬0 = ¬0)

6. (> `x,y ¬(¬x⊕ y)⊕ y = ¬(¬y ⊕ x)⊕ x)
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In any MV-algebra A there is a natural order ≤ de�ned by: x ≤ y if and
only if ¬x ⊕ y = ¬0 (for any x, y ∈ A); this is a partial order relation which
induces a lattice structure on A:

sup(x, y) := (x� ¬y)⊕ y;

inf(x, y) := x� (¬x⊕ y),

where x� y := ¬(¬x⊕ ¬y).
We could thus enrich the signature of MV by introducing a `derived' relation

symbol, ≤, and two `derived' operation symbols, sup and inf.
The theory MV is clearly algebraic. A model of the theory MV in a category

E with �nite limits (in particular, a Grothendieck topos) consists of an objectM ,
interpreting the unique sort of the signature ΣMV, an arrow M⊕ : M ×M →
M in E interpreting the binary operation ⊕, an arrow M¬ : M → M in E
interpreting the unary operation ¬ and a global element M0 : 1 → M of M
in E (where 1 is the terminal object of E ) interpreting the constant 0. In the
sequel, we shall omit the indication of the model M in the notation for the
operations and the constant.

An example of a model of the theory MV in a topos is the MV-algebra
([0, 1],⊕,¬, 0) in the topos Set, where x⊕ y = inf(1, x+ y) and ¬x = 1− x for
any x, y ∈ [0, 1].

3.2 Theory of abelian `-groups with strong unit Lu

De�nition 3.2. [2] An abelian `-group with strong unit is a structure G =
(G,+,−,≤, inf, sup, 0, u), where (G,+,−, 0) is an abelian group, ≤ is a partial
order relation that induces a lattice structure and it is compatible with addition,
i.e. it has the translation invariance property

∀x, y, t ∈ G x ≤ y ⇒ t+ x ≤ t+ y

and u is an element of G satisfying the property of being a strong unit, that is
the conditions:

- u ≥ 0;

- for any x ∈ G, there is a natural number n such that x ≤ nu.

The class of abelian `-groups with strong unit can be axiomatized as a geo-
metric theory Lu (in the sense of section 6.1). The signature ΣLu of Lu consists
of one sort, four function symbols, one relation symbol and two constants:

function symbols: +, −, sup and inf

relation symbol: ≤

constants: 0 and u

The axioms of Lu are:

1. (> `x,y,z x+ (y + z) = (x+ y) + z)

2. (> `x x+ 0 = x)
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3. (> `x x+ (−x) = 0)

4. (> `x,y x+ y = y + x)

5. (> `x x ≤ x)

6. ((x ≤ y) ∧ (y ≤ x) `x,y x = y)

7. ((x ≤ y) ∧ (y ≤ z) `x,y,z x ≤ z)

8. (> `x,y inf(x, y) ≤ x ∧ inf(x, y) ≤ y)

9. (z ≤ x ∧ z ≤ y `x,y,z z ≤ inf(x, y))

10. (> `x,y (x ≤ sup(x, y) ∧ y ≤ sup(x, y)))

11. (x ≤ z ∧ y ≤ z `x,y,z sup(x, y) ≤ z)

12. (x ≤ y `x,y,t t+ x ≤ t+ y)

13. (> ` u ≥ 0)

14. (x ≥ 0 `x
∨
n∈N x ≤ nu)

Notice that the last axiom is provably equivalent to the sequent

(> `x
∨
n∈N
|x| ≤ nu),

where the absolute value |x| is the derived operation de�ned by |x| = sup(x,−x).
The Horn theory consisting of all the axioms above except for the last two is

the theory of abelian `-groups with unit, and we denote it by the symbol L. Of
course, the theory L could be alternatively formalized as an algebraic theory,
as the order relation ≤ can be de�ned for instance in terms of the operation inf
(as x ≤ y if and only if inf(x, y) = x).

A model of the theory Lu in a Grothendieck topos E consists of an object
N in E , interpreting the unique sort of the signature of Lu, and arrows in E :
N+ : N ×N → N , N− : N → N , N sup : N ×N → N and N inf : N ×N → N
interpreting the function symbols +,−, inf, sup, and a subobject N ≤� N ×N
in E interpreting the order relation symbol ≤, plus global elements N : 1→ N
and Nu : 1→ N interpreting the constants 0 and u.

An example of a model of the theory Lu in a topos is the `-group with strong
unit (R,+,−,≤, 0, 1) in Set, where the operations +,− and the relation ≤ are
the usual ones.

4 Generalization of Mundici's equivalence

In this section, after reviewing the classical Mundici's equivalence, we show how
to generalize it to an arbitrary Grothendieck topos E . First, we construct the
functor ΓE from the category of Lu-models in E to the category of MV-models
in E , and the functor LE in the opposite direction. Then we show that they
are categorical inverses to each other. The construction of these two functors
being geometric, the equivalences between the categories of models in every
Grothendieck topos will yield a Morita-equivalence between the theories.
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4.1 Mundici's equivalence in Set

In [15] D. Mundici constructs a categorical equivalence between the category
MV of MV-algebras and MV-homomorphisms between them and the category
Lu of abelian `-groups with strong unit and unital abelian `-group homomor-
phisms between them. In terms of the theories MV and Lu de�ned in the
last section, this is an equivalence between the categories MV-mod(Set) and
Lu-mod(Set).

Before generalizing this equivalence to an arbitrary Grothendieck topos, we
�rst review the classical construction of the two functors de�ning it (cf. [8] as
a reference).

Let G = (G,+,−,≤, inf, sup, 0, u) be an `-group with strong unit. We set

Γ(G) := [0, u] = {x ∈ G . 0 ≤ x ≤ u}

and, for each x, y ∈ [0, u],

x⊕ y := inf(u, (x+ y)), ¬x := u− x

The structure Γ(G) := ([0, u],⊕,¬, 0) is the MV-algebra associated to the `-
group G.

Any homomorphism h of abelian `-groups with strong unit preservers the
unit interval and, the operations ⊕ and ¬ being de�ned in term of the operations
of G, h preserves them. Hence, the restriction of h to the unit interval is an
MV-algebra homomorphism and we can set Γ(h) := h|[0,u]. Thus, we have a
functor Γ : Lu →MV.

In the converse direction, let A = (A,⊕,¬, 0) be an MV-algebra. A sequence
a = (a1, a2, ..., an, ...) of elements of A is said to be good if and only if ai⊕ai+1 =
ai, for each i ∈ N, and there is a natural number n such that ar = 0 for any
r > n. For any pair of good sequences a and b, one de�nes their sum a + b as
the sequence c whose components are

ci = ai ⊕ (ai−1 � b1)⊕ ... ⊕(a1 � bi−1)⊕ bi.

LetMA be the set of good sequences ofA. The structureMA := (MA,+, (0)),
where (0) is the good sequence (0, 0, ..., 0, ...), is an abelian monoid. The natural
order in A induces a partial order relation ≤ in this monoid, given by:

a ≤ b if and only if ai ≤ bi, for every i ∈ N

Mundici proves, by using Chang's Subdirect Representation theorem (Theorem
1.3.3 [8]), that this order admits inf and sup (for any pair of good sequences),
which are given by:

inf(a,b) = (inf(a1, b1), ..., inf(an, bn), ...)

sup(a,b) = (sup(a1, b1), ..., sup(an, bn), ...)

From the lattice abelian monoidMA one can build an `-group GA, by adding
formal inverses to the elements ofMA (mimicking the construction of Z from N).
The elements of this `-group are equivalence classes [x, y] of pairs of elements
x, y of the monoid. The constant u = [(1), (0)], where (1) = (¬0, 0, ..., 0, ...) is a
strong unit for the group.

This construction is clearly functorial from the categoryMV to the category
Lu. The resulting functor L : MV → Lu is proved to be a categorical inverse
to the functor Γ.
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4.2 From models of Lu to models of MV
Let E be a topos and G = (G,+,−,≤, inf, sup, 0, u) a model of Lu in E .

Mundici's construction of the functor Γ : Lu-mod(set) → MV-mod(Set)
can be immediately generalized to any topos by using the internal language.
Speci�cally, we de�ne the interval [0, u], where u is the strong unit, as the
subobject of G

[0, u] := [[x ∈ G . 0 ≤ x ≤ u]],

where the expression `0 ≤ x ≤ u' is an abbreviation for the formula ((0 ≤
x) ∧ (x ≤ u)).

We can de�ne arrows

⊕ : [0, u]× [0, u]→ [0, u]

¬ : [0, u]→ [0, u]

in E again by using the internal language, as follows:

x⊕ y = inf(u, x+ y),

¬x = u− x.

The structure Γ(G) := ([0, u],⊕,¬, 0) is a model of the MV in E (c.f. Corol-
lary 4.3). In fact, the de�nition of the structure Γ(G) with a �rst-order formula
suggests that the theory MV is interpretable in Lu.
De�nition 4.1. Let T and S be geometric theories. An interpretation of T in S
is a geometric functor I : CT → CS between their geometric syntactic categories.
A bi-interpretation is a (geometric) equivalence of categories. We say that T is
interpretable (resp. bi-interpretable) in S if there exists an interpretation (resp.
a bi-interpretation) of T in S.

We recall from section D1.4 [12] that for any geometric theory T and geo-
metric category C , we have a categorical equivalence

Homgeom(CT,C ) ' T-mod(C ),

natural in C, one half of which sends any model M of T in C to the geometric
functor FM : CT → C assigning to any object {~x . φ} of the syntactic category
CT its interpretation [[~x . φ]]M in C .

Under this equivalence, an interpretation I of a theory T in a theory S
corresponds to a model of T in the category CS.

For any geometric category C , an interpretation I of T in S induces a functor

sC
I : T-mod(C )→ S-mod(C )

de�ned by the following commutative diagram:

Homgeom(CT,C ) ' T-mod(C )

Homgeom(CS,C ) ' S-mod(C )

− ◦ I sC
I
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Theorem 4.2. The theory MV is interpretable in the theory Lu, but not bi-
interpretable.

Proof. As remarked above, to de�ne an interpretation of MV in Lu it is equiv-
alent to de�ne a model of MV in the syntactic category CLu

. Let us consider
the object A := {x . 0 ≤ x ≤ u} of CLu

and the following arrows in CLu
:

- ⊕ := [x, y, z . z = inf(u, x+ y)] : A×A→ A;

- ¬ := [x, z . z = u− x] : A→ A;

- 0 := [x . x = 0] : 1→ A

We have a ΣMV-structure in CLu , A = (A,⊕,¬, 0). The following sequents
are provable in Lu:

(i) (0 ≤ x, y, z ≤ u `x,y,z x⊕ (y ⊕ z) = (x⊕ y)⊕ z)

(ii) (0 ≤ x, y ≤ u `x,y x⊕ y = y ⊕ x)

(iii) (0 ≤ x ≤ u `x x⊕ 0 = 0)

(iv) (0 ≤ x ≤ u `x ¬¬x = x)

(v) (0 ≤ x ≤ u `x x⊕ ¬0 = ¬0)

(vi) (0 ≤ x, y ≤ u `x,y ¬(¬x⊕ y)⊕ y = ¬(¬y ⊕ x)⊕ x)

The proofs of these facts are straightforward. For instance, to prove sequent
(ii), one observes that x ⊕ y = inf(u, x + y) = inf(u, y + x) = y ⊕ x, where the
second equality follows from axiom 4 of the theory Lu.

The validity of the axioms of the theory MV in the structure A is equivalent
to provability of the sequents (i)-(vi) in the theory Lu. Hence, the structure A
is a model of MV in CLu .

This proves that MV is interpretable in Lu.
Suppose that there exists a bi-interpretation J : CLu

→ CMV. This induces
a functor sSetJ : MV-mod(Set) → Lu-mod(Set) which is part of a categorical
equivalence and which therefore re�ects isomorphisms.

Let M be an MV-algebra, N := sSetJ (M) and {~y . ψ} := J({x . >}).
We have that FN ' FM ◦ J , by the commutativity of the diagram preceding
Theorem 4.2 . Hence:

FN ({x . >}) ' FM({~y . ψ})

[[x . >]]N ' [[~y . ψ]]M

N ' [[~y . ψ]]M

If M is a �nite MV-algebra then [[~y . ψ]]M ⊆ Mn (for some n) is �nite as
well; thus N is �nite. By Corollary 1.2.13 [2], every `-group is without torsion;
hence, every non trivial `-group is in�nite. It follows that N = sJ(M) is trivial
for any �nite MV-algebraM. Since the functor sSetJ re�ects isomorphisms and
there are two non-isomorphic �nite MV-algebras, we have a contradiction.

Corollary 4.3. The structure Γ(G) is a model of MV in E .
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Proof. By Theorem 4.2, there is an interpretation I of MV in Lu and hence a
functor sE

I : Lu-mod(E ) → MV-mod(E ). By de�nition of I, this functor sends
any Lu-model G to the structure Γ(G). Hence Γ(G) is a model of MV in E .

Let h : G → G′ be a homomorphism between models of Lu in E . Since h
preserves the unit and the order relation, it restricts to a morphism between the
unit intervals [0, uG ] and [0, uG′ ]. This restriction is a MV-algebra homomor-
phism since h clearly preserves the operations ⊕ and ¬ on these two algebras.
Thus Γ de�nes a functor from Lu-mod(E ) to MV-mod(E ).

Remarks 4.4. (a) The interpretation functor I de�ned above extends the as-
signment from MV-terms to `-group terms considered at p. 43 of [8];

(b) The functor I sends every formula-in-context {~x . φ} in CMV to a formula in
the same context ~x over the signature of Lu. This can be proved by an easy
induction on the structure of geometric formulae by using the fact that, by
de�nition of I, for any formula-in-context φ(~x) over the signature ofMV, the
formula I({~x . φ}) is equal to the interpretation of the formula φ(~x) in the
internal MV-algebra A = (A,⊕,¬, 0) in CLu

de�ned above. In particular,
for any geometric sequent σ = (φ `~x ψ) over the signature of MV and any
Grothendieck topos E , the sequent I(σ) := I({~x . φ}) `~x I({~x . ψ}) is valid
in a `-group with unit G in E if and only if σ is valid in the associated
MV-algebra [0, uG ].

4.3 From models of MV to models of Lu

More delicate is the generalization of the other functor of Mundici's equivalence
which involves the concept of good sequence.

Let E be a Grothendieck topos, with its unique geometric morphism γE :
E → Set to the topos of sets.

In Set the set of all sequences with values in a given set A can be identi�ed
with the exponential AN (where N is the set of natural numbers). This construc-
tion can be generalized to any topos; indeed, we can consider the object Aγ

∗
E (N)

in E . As the functor A− : E → E op has a right adjoint, it preserves coprod-
ucts. Therefore, since γ∗E (N) =

⊔
n∈N γ

∗
E (1), the object Aγ

∗
E (N) is isomorphic to∏

n∈NA, and A
n ' Aγ

∗
E (In), where In is the n-element set {1, ..., n}. From this

observation we see that the construction of the object of sequences Aγ
∗
E (N) is not

geometric; however, as we shall see below, the construction of the subobject of
good sequences associated to a MV-algebra in a topos is geometric.

Let A = (A,⊕,¬, 0) be a model ofMV in E . We need to de�ne the subobject
of good sequences of Aγ

∗
E (N).

We shall argue informally as we were working in the classical topos of sets,
but all our constructions can be straightforwardly formalized in the internal
language of the topos E .

De�nition 4.5. We say that a = (a1, ... an) ∈ An is a n-good sequence if

ai ⊕ ai+1 = ai, for any i = 1, ... n

Let sn : Sn → An be the subobject {a ∈ An | a is a n-good sequence of An}
(for any n ∈ N).
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Any n-good sequence can be completed to an in�nite good sequence by
setting all the other components equal to 0. Anyway, n-good sequences for
di�erent natural numbers n can give rise to the same in�nite good sequence.
Indeed, if a ∈ Sm and b ∈ Sn, with m ≤ n, are of the form a = (a1, ..., am) and
b = (a1, ..., am, 0, .., 0) then the completed sequences coincide.

This observation shows that we can realize the subobject of good sequences
on A as a quotient of the coproduct

⊔
n∈N Sn by a certain equivalence relation,

which can be speci�ed as follows (below we shall denote by χm : Sm →
⊔
n∈N Sn

the canonical coproduct injections).
Consider, for each m ≤ n, the arrow πm,n : Am → An which sends an

m-sequence a to the n-sequence whose �rst m components are those of a and
the others are 0. Notice that if m = n then πm,n is the identity on Am. As
the image of a m-good sequence under πm,n is a n-good sequence, the arrows
πm,n : Am → An restrict to the subobjects sm and sn, giving rise to arrows:

ξm,n : Sm → Sn,

for each m ≤ n.
Now we can de�ne, by using geometric logic, a relation on the coproduct⊔

n∈N Sn: for any (a,b) ∈
⊔
n∈N Sn ×

⊔
n∈N Sn,

aRb :⇔
∨
m≤n[(∃a′ ∈ Sm)(∃b′ ∈ Sn)(χm(a′) = a ∧ χn(b′) = b ∧ ξm,n(a′) =

b′)]
∨
n≤m[(∃a′ ∈ Sm)(∃b′ ∈ Sn)(χm(a′) = a ∧ χn(b′) = b ∧ ξn,m(b′) = a′)]

It is immediate to check that this is an equivalence relation; in fact, R can be
characterized as the equivalence relation on the coproduct

⊔
n∈N Sn generated

by the family of arrows {ξm,n | m ≤ n}.
Let us now show how to realize the quotient (

⊔
m∈N Sm)/R, which is our

candidate for the object of good sequences associated to the MV-algebra A, as
a subobject of the object Aγ

∗
E (N) of `all sequences' on A.

Let us de�ne an arrow from Aγ
∗
E (Im) to Aγ

∗
E (N) ∼= Aγ

∗
E (Im) × Aγ

∗
E (N−Im)

by setting the �rst component equal to the identity on Aγ
∗
E (Im) and the sec-

ond equal to the composition of the unique arrow Aγ
∗
E (Im) → 1 with the

arrow 0 : 1 → Aγ
∗
E (N−Im), induced at each components by the zero arrow

A0 : 1 → A of the MV-algebra A. This arrow is clearly monic; by com-
posing with sm : Sm → Am ∼= Aγ

∗
E (Im) we thus obtain a monomorphism

νm : Sm → Aγ
∗
E (N). These arrows determine, by the universal property of

the coproduct, an arrow ν :
⊔
m∈N Sm → Aγ

∗
E (N). This arrow clearly coequal-

izes the two natural projections corresponding to the relation R; hence we have
a unique factorization ν/R : (

⊔
m∈N Sm)/R � Aγ

∗
E (N) of ν through the quo-

tient (
⊔
m∈N Sm)/R. This factorization is monic. Indeed, by using the internal

language, if [a], [b] ∈ (
⊔
m∈N Sm)/R then there exist m,n ∈ N, a′ ∈ Sm and

b′ ∈ Sn such that a = χm(a′) and b = χm(b′); so ν(a) = ν(b) if and only
if νm(a′) = νn(b′); but this clearly holds if and only if either n ≤ m and
ξn,m(b′) = a′ or m ≤ n and ξm,n(a′) = b′, either of which implies that aRb
(i.e. [a] = [b]), as required.

The subobject just de�ned admits natural descriptions in terms of internal
language of the topos.

Proposition 4.6. Let A = (A,⊕,¬, 0) be a model of MV in E . Then the
following monomorphisms to Aγ

∗
E (N) are isomorphic:

11



(i) ν/R : (
⊔
m∈N Sm)/R� Aγ

∗
E (N);

(ii) [[a ∈ Aγ∗E (N) .
∨
n∈N((∃a′ ∈ Sn)(a = χm(a′)))]]� Aγ

∗
E (N).

We call the resulting subobject the subobject of good sequences of the MV-
algebra A, and denote it by the symbol SA.

Proof. The second subobject is, by the semantics of the internal language, the
union of all the subobjects νm : Sm → Aγ

∗
E (N). This union is clearly isomorphic

to the image of the arrow ν, which is isomorphic to ν/R, as the latter arrow is
monic and the canonical projection (

⊔
m∈N Sm) → (

⊔
m∈N Sm)/R is epic. This

proves the isomorphism between the �rst subobject and the second.

Notice that in the case E = Set, our de�nition of subobject of good se-
quences specializes to the classical one.

Let us now proceed to de�ne an abelian monoid structure on the object SA,
by using the internal language of the topos E .

Consider the term a ∈ Aγ∗E (N), and denote by ai the term a(γ∗E (εi)), where
εi : 1 = {∗} → N (for any i ∈ N) is the function in Set de�ned by: εi(∗) := i
(the object 1 is the terminal object in Set). We can think of the ai as the
components of a.

We set

MA = (SA,+,≤, sup, inf, 0),

where the operations and the relation are de�ned as follows (by using the internal
language): for any a,b ∈ SA,

• the sum a + b is given by the sequence c ∈ SA whose components are
ci := ai ⊕ (ai−1 � bi)⊕ ... ⊕(a1 � bi−1)⊕ bi;

• sup(a,b), where sup(a,b)i := sup(ai, bi);

• inf(a,b), where inf(a,b)i := inf(ai, bi);

• a ≤ b if and only if inf(a,b) = a, equivalently if there exists c ∈ SA such
that a + c = b;

• 0 = (0), i.e. 0i = 0 for every i ∈ N.

Mundici proves that this is an abelian lattice-ordered monoid in the case E
equal to Set. In fact, this is the case for an arbitrary E .

Proposition 4.7. Let A be a model of MV in E . Then MA is a well-de�ned
structure, i.e. all the operations are well-de�ned, and the axioms of the theory
Lu, except for the axiom 3, hold inMA. Furthermore, the structureMA satis�es
the cancellation property, i.e. if a + b = a + c then b = c, for any a,b, c ∈ SA.

Proof. As shown in [8], all the required properties can be deduced from the
validity of certain algebraic sequents written in the the signature of the theory
MV for all MV-algebras in the given algebra A. For instance, the associativity
property can be deduced from the validity of the following sequent:

a ∈ Sn ∧ b ∈ Sm ∧ c ∈ Sk `ai,bj ,cl
∧

1≤t≤n+m+k

((a + b) + c)t = (a + (b + c))t,

12



where ((a + b) + c)t = dt ⊕ (dt−1 � c1)⊕ ... ⊕(d1 � ct−1)⊕ ct,
(a + (b + c))t = at ⊕ (at−1 � f1)⊕ ... ⊕(a1 � ft−1)⊕ ft,
d := a + b f := b + c.
These equalities can be easily veri�ed to hold for all MV-chains (cf. [8]) and

can therefore be transferred to all MV-algebras thanks to Chang's subdirect
representation theorem, if we assume our universe Set to satisfy the axiom of
choice (which is necessary to prove the latter theorem). We thus deduce that
these equalities are provable in the theory MV (by the classical completeness
theorem for algebraic theories) and therefore valid in every MV-algebra in a
Grothendieck topos.

In order to make the given lattice-ordered abelian monoid into a lattice-
ordered abelian group, we mimick the construction of Z from N, as it is done
in [8]. Speci�cally, for any lattice-ordered abelian monoid M satisfying the
cancellation property in a topos E , the corresponding lattice-ordered abelian
group is obtained as the quotient ofM×M by the equivalence relation∼ de�ned,
by using the internal language, as: (a, b) ∼ (c, d) if and only if a + d = b + c.
The operations and the order on this structure are de�ned in the obvious well-
known way, again by using the internal language. In particular, in the case of
the `-group GA corresponding to the monoid MA associated to a MV-algebra
A, they are de�ned as follows:

• addition: [a,b] + [c,d] := [a + c,b + d];

• subtraction: −[a,b] := [b,a];

• [a,b] ≤ [c,d] if and only if a+d ≤ c+b, equivalently if and only if there
exists e ∈ SA such that [c,d]− [a,b] = [e, (0)];

• sup([a,b], [c,d]) := [sup(a + d, c + b),b + d];

• inf([a,b], [c,d]) := [inf(a + d, c + b),b + d];

• zero element : [(0), (0)] ∈ G,

where the symbol (0) indicates the sequence all whose components are zero.
Let us moreover de�ne u := [(1), (0)], where the symbol (1) indicates the

sequence whose �rst component is 1 and the others are 0.

Proposition 4.8. The structure GA, equipped with the element u := [(1), (0)]
as a unit, is a model of Lu in E .

Proof. We have already observed that GA is an `-group with unit. It remains to
prove that u is a strong unit in GA. It is clear that u ≥ 0. Reasoning with the
internal language, if 0 ≤ [a,b] ∈ GA then there exists c ∈ SA such that [a,b]
is equal to [c, (0)], thus there is a natural number m such that c ∈ Sm; then
mu = [1m, (0)] ≥ [c, (0)], where 1m = (1, ..., 1, 0, 0, ..., 0, ...) is the good sequence
having the �rst m components equal to 1 and the others equal to 0.

The assignment A → GA is clearly functorial; we thus obtain a functor

L : MV-mod(E )→ Lu-mod(E )

with L(A) := GA for any MV -algebra A in E .

13



4.4 Morita-equivalence

In the previous sections we have built functors

L : MV-mod(E )→ Lu-mod(E )

Γ : Lu-mod(E )→MV-mod(E )

which generalize to an arbitrary topos E the classical functors forming Mundici's
equivalence.

In the case E = Set Mundici builds two natural transformations

• ϕ : 1MV → Γ ◦ L, whose components are the arrows

ϕA : A→ Γ ◦ L(A)

for any a ∈ A, ϕA(a) = [(a), (0)],

where (a) denotes the sequence whose �rst component is a and all the
others 0;

• ψ : 1Lu → L ◦ Γ, whose components are the arrows

ψG : G → L ◦ Γ(G)

for any a ∈ G, ψG(a) = [g(a+), g(a−)]

where a+ = sup(a, 0), a− = sup(−a, 0) and the expression g(b) = (b1, ...
, bn, 0, ...), for an element b ≥ 0 in G, denotes the unique good sequence
with values bi in Γ(G) such that b1+ ... +bn = b.

Proposition 4.9. For every A = (A,⊕,¬, 0) ∈ MV-mod(E ), the arrows ϕA :
a ∈ A → [(a), (0)] ∈ Γ(GA) are isomorphisms natural in A. In other words,
they are the components of a natural isomorphism from the identity functor on
MV-mod(E ) to Γ ◦ L.

Proof. Let us argue in the internal language of the topos E . The arrow φA is
clearly a monic homomorphism of MV-algebras. By de�nition of the order ≤
on GA, we have that [(0), (0)] ≤ [a,b] ≤ [(1), (0)] if and only if there exists
c ∈ A such that [a, (0)] = [(c), (0)]. Hence, ϕA is epic. It is immediate to verify
that ϕA preserves ⊕ and ¬, and that for any homomorphism h : A → B of
MV-algebras in E , the following square commutes:

A B

Γ(L(A)) Γ(L(B))

h

Γ(L(h))

ϕA ϕB

Thus, the arrows ϕA yield a natural isomorphism ϕ : 1→ Γ ◦ L.
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Proposition 4.10. For every G = (G,+,−, inf, sup, 0, u) ∈ Lu-mod(E ), there
is an isomorphism φG : L(Γ(G)) → G, natural in G. In other words, the iso-
morphisms φG are the components of a natural isomorphism from L ◦ Γ to the
identity functor on Lu-mod(E ).

Proof. By using the internal language, we can generalize without problems the
de�nition of the assignment g (that is, Lemma 7.1.3 [8]), and the proof that the
map ψG it is injective and surjective. It remains to prove that g is a homomor-
phism of abelian `-groups with unit. It will clearly be su�cient to prove that
the inverse arrow

fG : (a1, ... an) ∈MΓ(G) → a = a1+ ... +an ∈ G+,

where G+ denotes the positive cone of G, is a homomorphism, i.e. that the
following properties hold:

(i) fG(a + b) = fG(a) + fG(b);

(ii) fG(inf(a,b)) = inf(fG(a), fG(b));

(iii) fG(sup(a,b)) = sup(fG(a), fG(b));

(iv) fG((u)) = u.

By de�nition of fG , property (iv) holds. Properties (i)-(iii) can be expressed in
terms of the validity in the group G of certain sequents written in the signature
of the theory L of `-groups with unit u. For instance, property (i) can be
expressed by the sequent

(a ∈ Sn ∧ b ∈ Sm
∧

1≤n(0 ≤ ai ≤ u)
∧

1≤j≤m(0 ≤ bj ≤ u) `ai,bj c1+ ...
+cn+m = a1+ ... +an + b1+ ... +bn),

where c = (c1, ..., cn+m) := a + b.
Now, Mundici's proof of Lemma 7.1.5 [8] shows that these sequents hold in

any totally ordered abelian group with unit and hence, by Birko�'s classical
result that every abelian `-group with unit is a subdirect product of totally
ordered abelian groups, in every model of L in Set, if one assumes the axiom
of choice. The classical completeness theorem for cartesian theories thus allows
us to conclude that these sequents are provable in L and hence valid in G.

Hence, fG is a homomorphism, which induces an isomorphism φG : L(Γ(G))→
G, for any G.

It is immediate to see that for any homomorphism h : G → H the square
below commutes:

L(Γ(G)) L(Γ(H))

G H

L(Γ(h))

h

φG φH
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We can thus conclude that the φG are the components of a natural isomor-
phism from L ◦ Γ to the identity functor on Lu-mod(E ), as required.

We have built, for every Grothendieck topos E , an equivalence of categories

MV-mod(E ) ' Lu-mod(F )

given by functors

LE : MV-mod(E )→ Lu-mod(F )

and
ΓE : Lu-mod(F →MV-mod(E )

generalizing the classical functors of Mundici's equivalence.
To prove that the theories MV and Lu are Morita-equivalent, it remains to

show that this equivalence is natural in E , that is for any geometric morphism
f : F → E , the following diagrams commute:

Lu-mod(F ) MV-mod(F )

Lu-mod(E ) MV-mod(E )

ΓF

f∗ f∗

ΓE

MV-mod(F ) Lu-mod(F )

MV-mod(E ) Lu-mod(E )

LF

f∗ f∗

LE

The commutativity of these diagrams follows from the fact that all the con-
structions that we used to build the functors Γ and L are geometric (i.e., only
involving �nite limits and colimits) and hence preserved by the inverse image
functors of geometric morphisms.

We have therefore proved the following

Theorem 4.11. The functors LE and ΓE de�ned above yield a Morita-equivalence
between the theories MV and Lu. In particular, Set[MV] ' Set[Lu].

5 Applications

5.1 Sheaf-theoretic Mundici's equivalence

We have de�ned above, for every Grothendieck topos E , a categorical equiva-
lence between the category of models of Lu in E and the category of models of
MV in E , which is natural in E . By specializing this result to toposes Sh(X) of
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sheaves on a topological spaceX, we shall obtain a sheaf-theoretic generalization
of Mundici's equivalence.

The category of models of the theory MV in the topos Sh(X) is isomorphic
to the category ShMV(X) whose objects are the sheaves F on X endowed with
an MV-algebra structure on each set F (U) (for an open set U of X) in such
a way that the maps F (iU,V ) : F (U) → F (V ) corresponding to inclusions of
open sets iU,V : V ⊆ U are MV-algebra homomorphisms, and whose arrows
are the natural transformations between them which are pointwise MV-algebra
homomorphisms. Indeed, the evaluation functors evU : Sh(X)→ Set (for each
open set U of X) preserve �nite limits and hence preserve and jointly re�ect
models of the theory MV.

The category of models of Lu in Sh(X) is isomorphic to the category ShLu
(X)

whose objects are the sheaves F on X endowed with an abelian `-group with
unit structure on each set F (U) (for an open set U of X) in such a way that
the maps F (iU,V ) : F (U) → F (V ) corresponding to inclusions of open sets
iU,V : V ⊆ U are `-group unital homomorphisms and for each point x of X
the canonically induced `-group structure on the stalks Fx is an `-group with
strong unit, and whose arrows are the natural transformations between them
which are pointwise abelian `-group homomorphisms. Indeed, the stalk functors
(−)x : Sh(X) → Set (for each point x of X) are geometric and jointly conser-
vative, and hence they preserve and jointly re�ect models of the theory Lu (cf.
Corollary D1.2.14 [12]).

The two functors ΓSh(X) and LSh(X) de�ning the equivalence can be de-
scribed as follows: ΓSh(X) sends any sheaf F in ShLu

(X) to the sheaf ΓSh(X)(F )
onX sending every open set U ofX to the MV-algebra given by the unit interval
in the `-group F (U), and it acts on arrows in the obvious way. In the converse
direction, LSh(X) assigns to any sheaf G in ShMV(X) the sheaf LSh(X)(G) on
X whose stalk at any point x ∈ X is equal to the `-group corresponding via
Mundici's equivalence to the MV-algebra Gx.

The naturality in E of our Morita-equivalence implies in particular that the
resulting equivalence

τX : ShMV(X) ' ShLu(X)

is natural in X (recall that any continuous map f : X → Y induces a geometric
morphism Sh(f) : Sh(X) → Sh(Y ) such that Sh(f)∗ is the inverse image
functor on sheaves along f). In particular, by taking X to be the one-point
space, we obtain that, at the level of stalks, τY acts as the classical Mundici's
equivalence (indeed, the geometric morphism Set→ Sh(X) corresponding to a
point x : 1→ X of X has as inverse image precisely the stalk functor at x).

Summarizing, we have the following result.

Corollary 5.1. Let X be a topological space. Then, with the above notation,
we have a categorical equivalence

τX : ShMV(X) ' ShLu(X)

sending any sheaf F in ShLu(X) to the sheaf ΓSh(X)(F ) on X sending every
open set U of X to the MV-algebra given by the unit interval in the l-group
F (U), and any sheaf G in ShMV(X) to the sheaf LSh(X)(G) in ShLu

(X) whose
stalk at any point x of X is the `-group corresponding to the MV-algebra Gx
under Mundici's equivalence.
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The equivalence τX is natural in X, in the sense that for any continuous
map f : X → Y of topological spaces, the diagram

ShMV(Y )

jf

��

τY // ShLu
(Y )

if

��
ShMV(X)

τX // ShLu(X)

commutes, where if : ShMV(Y )→ ShMV(X) and jf : ShLu
(Y )→ ShLu

(X) are
the inverse image functors on sheaves along f .

Moreover, τX acts, at the level of stalks, as the classical Mundici's equiva-
lence.

5.2 Correspondence between geometric extensions

The Morita-equivalence between the theories MV and Lu established above
allows us to transfer properties and results between the two theories according
to the `bridge technique' of [5]. More speci�cally, for any given topos-theoretic
invariant I one can attempt to build a `bridge' yielding a logical relationship
between the two theories by using as `deck' the given equivalence of toposes and
as `arches' appropriate site characterizations of I.

For instance, we can use the invariant notion of subtopos (recall that a
subtopos of a given topos is an isomorphism class of geometric inclusions to
that topos) to establish a relationship between the quotients (in the sense of
section 6.4) of the two theories:

Sh(CMV, JMV) ' Sh(CLu
, JLu

)

(CMV, JMV) (CLu
, JLu

)

In fact, the duality theorem of [3] (cf. section 6.4) provides the appropriate
characterizations of the notion of subtopos in terms of the syntax of the two
theories. This yields at once the following

Theorem 5.2. Every quotient of the theory MV is Morita-equivalent to a quo-
tient of the theory Lu, and conversely. These Morita-equivalences are the re-
strictions of the one between MV and Lu of Theorem 4.11.

This theorem would be trivial if the two theories MV and Lu were bi-
interpretable, but we proved in section 4.2 that this is not the case. The unifying
power of the notion of classifying topos allow us to obtain a syntactic result by
arguing semantically.

Given this result, it is natural to wonder whether there exists an e�ective
means for obtaining, starting from a given quotient of either Lu or MV, an
explicit axiomatization of the quotient corresponding to it as in the theorem.

To address this issue, we observe that any pair of syntactic sites of de�ni-
tions of the two classifying toposes such that the given equivalence of toposes
is induced by a morphisms between them yields an explicit means for obtaining
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the quotient theory corresponding to a given quotient of the theory represented
by the domain site; indeed, the correspondence between the quotient sites can
be described directly in terms of the morphism, and one can exploit the cor-
respondence between sets of additional sequents and Grothendieck topologies
containing the given one established in [3] to turn axiomatizations of quotient
theories into quotient sites and conversely.

As we have seen in section 4.2, the interpretation functor I : CMV → CLu

induces the equivalence of classifying toposes Sh(CMV, JMV) ' Sh(CLu
, JLu

) (cf.
Remark 4.4). We thus obtain the following

Proposition 5.3. Let S be a quotient of the theory MV. Then the quotient
of Lu corresponding to S as in Theorem 5.2 can be described as the quotient of
Lu obtained by adding all the sequents of the form I(σ) where σ ranges over all
the axioms of S.

To address the converse direction, we consider the natural way of represent-
ing the classifying topos of Lu as a subtopos of the classifying topos of L (cf. [3]
for the general technique of calculating the Grothendieck topology correspond-
ing to a given quotient of a theory classi�ed by a presheaf topos).

By the duality theorem, the classifying topos for the theory Lu can be rep-
resented in the form Sh(f.p.L-mod(Set)

op
, J) ↪→ [f.p.L-mod(Set),Set] for a

unique topology J (recall that every Horn theory is classi�ed by the topos of
covariant set-valued functors on its category of �nitely presentable models). It
therefore naturally arises the question of whether the equivalence of classifying
toposes

Sh(f.p.L-mod(Set)
op
, J) ' [MVf.p.,Set]

is induced by a morphism of sites MVf.p. → f.p.L-mod(Set), that is if the `-
groups corresponding to �nitely presented MV-algebras are all �nitely presented
as `-groups with unit. The answer to this question is positive, and will be
provided in the next section.

5.3 Finitely presented abelian `-groups with strong unit

The following result is probably known by specialists but we give a proof as we
have not found one in the literature.

Proposition 5.4. The �nitely presentable abelian `-groups with strong unit
are exactly the abelian `-groups with strong unit which are �nitely presentable
(equivalently, �nitely presented) as abelian `-groups with unit.

Proof. Recall from chapter 2 of [16] that the absolute value |x| of an element x of
an abelian `-group with unit (G,+,−,≤, inf, sup, 0) is the element sup(x,−x),
that |x| ≥ 0 for all x ∈ G, that |x| = | − x| for all x ∈ G and that the
triangular inequality |x+ y| ≤ |x|+ |y| holds for all x, y ∈ G. These properties
easily imply that for any abelian `-group with unit G := (G, u) with generators
x1, . . . , xn, if for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists a natural number ki such
that |xi| ≤ kiu then the unit u is strong for G (one can prove by induction
on the structure tG(x1, . . . , xn) of the elements of G). Now, it is immediate
to see that for any �nitely presented `-group with unit (G, u), any abelian `-
group with strong unit (H, v) and any abelian `-group unital homomorphism
f : (G, u)→ (H, v) there exists an abelian `-group with strong unit (G′, u′) and
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`-group unital homomorphisms h : (G, u) → (G′, u′) and g : (G′, u′) → (H, v)
such that f = g ◦ h. Indeed, given generators x1, . . . , xn for G, since v is a
strong unit for H there exists for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} a natural number ki such
that |f(xi)| ≤ ki; it thus su�ces to take G′ equal to the quotient of G by the
congruence generated by the relations |xi| ≤ ki for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and u′ = u.

The fact that every homomorphism from a �nitely presented abelian `-group
with unit to an `-group with unit (H, v) factors through a homomorphism from
a `-group with strong unit to (H, v) clearly implies that every abelian `-group
with strong unit can be expressed as a �ltered colimit of abelian `-groups with
strong unit which are �nitely presented as abelian `-groups with unit. Since a
retract of a �nitely presented abelian `-group is again �nitely presented, we can
conclude that every abelian `-group with strong unit which is �nitely presentable
in the category of abelian `-groups with strong unit is �nitely presented as an
abelian `-group with unit. This concludes the proof of the proposition, as the
other direction is trivial.

We shall now proceed to give a syntactic description of the category of �nitely
presentable abelian `-groups with strong unit. To this end, we recall from [4]
the following notions.

Let T be a geometric theory over a signature Σ and φ(~x) a geometric formula-
in-context over Σ. Then φ(~x) is said to be T-irreducible if for any family {θi | i ∈
I} of T-provably functional geometric formulae {~xi, ~x . θi} from {~xi . φi} to

{~x . φ} such that φ `~x ∨
i∈I

(∃~xi)θi is provable in T, there exist i ∈ I and a

T-provably functional geometric formula {~x, ~xi . θ′} from {~x . φ} to {~xi . φi}
such that φ `~x (∃~xi)(θ′ ∧ θi) is provable in T.

In other words, a formula-in-context φ(~x) is T-irreducible if and only if every
JT-covering sieve on the object {~x . φ} of the geometric syntactic category CT
of T is trivial.

Theorem 5.5 (Corollary 3.15 [4]). Let T be a geometric theory over a signature
Σ. Then T is classi�ed by a presheaf topos if and only if there exists a collection
F of T-irreducible formulae-in-context over Σ such that for every geometric
formula {~y . ψ} over Σ there exist objects {~xi . φi} in F as i varies in I and
T-provably functional geometric formulae {~xi, ~y . θi} from {~xi . φi} to {~y . ψ}
such that ψ `~y∨

i∈I
(∃~xi)θi is provable in T.

The theorem implies, by the Comparison Lemma, that if T is classi�ed by
a presheaf topos then its classifying topos Sh(CT, JT) is equivalent to the topos
[C irr

T
op
,Set], where C irr

T is the full subcategory of CT on the T-irreducible
formulae, and hence that this latter category is dually equivalent to the category
of �nitely presentable models of T via the equivalence sending any such formula
{~x . φ} to the model of T which it presents. In fact, such model corresponds to
the geometric functor CT → Set represented by the formula {~x . φ} (cf. section
4.2) and hence it admits the following syntactic description: its underlying set is
given by HomCT({~x . φ}, {z . >}) and the order and operations are the obvious
ones.

On the other hand, the category of �nitely presented MV-algebras is well-
known to be dual to the algebraic syntactic category C alg

MV of the theory MV (cf.
section 6.1).
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We can thus conclude that, even though the theories MV and Lu are not
bi-interpretable, there exists an equivalence of categories between the category
C alg
MV and the category C irr

Lu
:

Theorem 5.6. With the notation above, we have an equivalence of categories

C alg
MV ' C irr

Lu

representing the syntactic counterpart of the equivalence of categories

MVf.p. ' f.p.Lu-mod(Set) .

The former equivalence is the restriction to C alg
MV of the interpretation of the

theory MV into the theory Lu de�ned in section 4.2.

Proof. In view of the arguments preceding the statement of the theorem, it
remains to prove that the syntactic equivalence C alg

MV ' C irr
Lu

induced by the
equivalence of classifying toposes is the restriction of the interpretation functor
I de�ned in section 4.2. To this end, it su�ces to notice that for any formula
φ(~x) in CMV, by Corollary 4.3, for any abelian `-group with strong unit G the
interpretation of the formula I({~x . φ}) in G is naturally in bijection with
the interpretation of the formula φ(~x) in the associated MV-algebra [0, uG ];
therefore, if the formula φ(~x) presents a MV-algebra A then the `-group GA
corresponding to A via Mundici's equivalence satis�es the universal property
of the abelian `-group presented by the formula I({~x . φ}). Indeed, for any `-
group with strong unit G = (G, u), the interpretation of the formula I({~x . φ})
in G is by de�nition of I in natural bijection with the interpretation of the
formula φ(~x) in the MV-algebra [0, uG ], which is in turn in bijection with the
MV-algebra homomorphisms A→ [0, uG ] and hence, by Mundici's equivalence,
with the abelian `-group unital homomorphisms GA → G.

Remark 5.7. The formula-in-context {x . >} is clearly not Lu-irreducible, and
in fact we proved in section 4.2 that it is not in the image of the interpretation
functor I : CMV → CLu .

As a corollary of the theorem and Proposition 5.4, we obtain the following
result.

Corollary 5.8. The �nitely presentable `-groups with strong unit are ex-
actly the �nitely presentable `-groups with unit which are presented by a Lu-
irreducible formula. The `-group presented by such a formula φ(~x) has as under-
lying set the set HomC irr

Li
({~x . φ}, {z . >}) of Lu-provable equivalence classes

of Lu-provably functional geometric formulae from {~x . φ} to {z . >}, and as
order and operations the obvious ones. In fact, if we consider L as an algebraic
theory (i.e., without the predicate ≤, which can be de�ned in terms of the op-
eration inf), we have a canonical isomorphism HomC irr

Li
({~x . φ}, {z . >}) ∼=

HomCalg
L

({~x . φ}, {z . >}); that is, for any Lu-provably functional formula

θ(~x, z) : {~x . φ} → {z . >} there exists a term t(~x) over the signature of Lu such
that the sequent (θ(~x, z) a`~x,z z = t(~x)) is provable in Lu.

Conversely, a formula-in-context φ(~x) over the signature of Lu presents a Lu-
model if and only if it is Lu-irreducible, or equivalently if there exists a formula
ψ(~x) in C alg

MV such that I({~x . ψ}) is Lu-equivalent (in the sense of section 6.1)
to {~x . φ}.
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Thanks to Theorem 5.6, we can now describe a method for obtaining an
axiomatization of the quotient of MV corresponding to a given quotient of the
theory Lu as in Theorem 5.2 (recall that the converse direction was already
addressed by Proposition 5.3). Indeed, since the classifying toposes of MV
(resp. of Lu) can be represented in the form [C alg

MV
op
,Set] (resp. in the form

[C irr
Lu

op
,Set]), by the duality theorem, the quotients of MV (resp. of Lu) are in

bijective correspondence with the Grothendieck topologies on the category C alg
MV

(resp. on the category C irr
Lu

); as the categories C alg
MV and C irr

Lu
are equivalent,

the Grothendieck topologies on the two categories correspond to each other bi-
jectively through this equivalence, yielding the desired correspondence between
the quotient theories. Speci�cally, any Grothendieck topology K on C irr

Lu
corre-

sponds to the quotient LKu of Lu consisting of all the geometric sequents of the

form (ψ `~y ∨
i∈I

(∃~xi)θi), where {~y . ψ} and the {~xi . φi} are all Lu-irreducible
formulas, the {~xi, ~y . θi} are geometric formulae over the signature of Lu which
are Lu-provably functional from {~xi . φi} to {~y . ψ} and the sieve generated
by the family of arrows {[θi] : {~xi . φi} → {~y . ψ} | i ∈ I} in C irr

Lu
generates

a K-covering sieve. Conversely, every quotient S of Lu is syntactically equiv-
alent to a quotient of this form (cf. Theorem 5.5); the Grothendieck topology
associated to it is therefore the topology on the category C irr

Lu
generated by the

(sieves generated by the) families of arrows {[θi] : {~xi . φi} → {~y . ψ} | i ∈ I}
in C irr

Lu
such that the sequent (ψ `~y∨

i∈I
(∃~xi)θi) is provable in S. An analogous

correspondence holds for the theoryMV (with the Lu-irreducible formulae being
replaced by the formulae in C alg

MV ). The quotient of MV corresponding to a given
quotient S of Lu is thus the quotient of MV corresponding to the Grothendieck
topology on C alg

MV obtained by transferring the Grothendieck topology on C irr
Lu

associated to S along the equivalence C alg
MV ' C irr

Lu
of Theorem 5.6.

5.4 Geometric compactness and completeness for Lu

The Morita-equivalence between the geometric theory Lu of abelian `-groups
with strong unit and the algebraic theory MV of MV-algebras implies a form of
compactness and completeness for the theory Lu, properties which are a priori
not expected as this theory is in�nitary.

Theorem 5.9. (i) For any geometric sequent σ in the signature ΣLu
, σ is

valid in all abelian `-groups with strong unit in Set if and only if it is
provable in the theory Lu;

(ii) For any geometric sentences φi in the signature ΣLu
, > `

∨
i∈I
φi is provable

in Lu (equivalently by (i), every abelian `-group with strong unit in Set
satis�es at least one of the φi) if and only if there exists a �nite subset
J ⊆ I such that the sequent > `

∨
i∈J

φi is provable in Lu (equivalently by

(i), every abelian `-group with strong unit in Set satis�es at least one of
the φi for i ∈ J).

Proof. (i) This follows from the fact that every theory classi�ed by a presheaf
topos has enough (�nitely presentable) set-based models.
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(ii) The fact that the theory MV is algebraic implies that its classifying
topos is coherent; in particular, its terminal object is a compact object of the
topos Set[MV], in the sense that every covering of it in the topos by a family
of subobjects admits a �nite subcovering. On the other hand, the terminal
object in the classifying topos Set[Lu] ' Sh(CLu , JLu) is the image of the object
{[] . >} of CLu

under the Yoneda embedding y : CLu
↪→ Sh(CLu

, JLu
), and its

subobjects are precisely the images under y of the subobjects of {[] . >} in
CLu

, that is of the Lu-provable equivalence classes of geometric sentences over
the signature ΣLu . The thesis thus follows from the fact that a family of such
subobjects {y({[] . φi}) | i ∈ I} covers y({[] . >}) in Set[Lu] if and only if the
sequent > `

∨
i∈I
φi is provable in Lu.

Notice that this proof represents an application of the `bridge technique'
in the context of the equivalence Sh(CLu

, JLu
) ' [MVf.p.,Set] and the topos-

theoretic concept of terminal object.

6 Appendix: topos-theoretic background

In this section we introduce the basic topos-theoretic background necessary to
understand the paper, for the bene�t of readers who are not familiar with topos
theory. Classical references on the subject, in increasing order of sophistication,
are [11], [13] and [12].

6.1 Geometric theories and categorical semantics

A geometric theory over a �rst-order signature Σ is a theory whose axioms
can be presented in the form φ `~x ψ, where φ and ψ are geometric formulae,
i.e. formulae with �nite number of free variables in the context ~x built up
from atomic formulae over Σ by only using �nitary conjunctions, in�nitary
disjunctions and existential quanti�cations.

A �nitary algebraic theory is a geometric theory over a signature without
relation symbols such that all its axioms are of the form (> `~x t = s), where t
and s are terms over Σ in the context ~x.

Recall that a Grothendieck topos is (a category equivalent to) a category
Sh(C , J) of sheaves on a site (C , J), and that a geometric morphism f : F → E
of Grothendieck toposes is a pair of adjoint functors such that the left adjoint
f∗ : E → F preserves �nite limits. In particular, the category Set of sets and
functions between them is a Grothendieck topos.

One can de�ne the notion of model of a geometric theory T in a Grothendieck
topos E by generalizing the classical Tarskian de�nition of model of a �rst-order
theory (in sets).

De�nition 6.1. Let E be a topos and Σ be a (possibly multi-sorted) �rst-order
signature. A Σ-structure M in E is speci�ed by the following data:

(i) a function assigning to each sort A of Σ, an objectMA of E . This function
is extended to �nite strings of sort by de�ning M(A1, ..., An) = MA1× ...
×MAn (and settingM([]), where [] denotes the empty string, equal to the
terminal object 1 of E );
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(ii) a function assigning to each function symbol f : A1 ... An → B in Σ an
arrow Mf : M(A1, ..., An)→MB in E ;

(iii) a function assigning to each relation symbol R� A1 ... An in Σ a subob-
ject MR�M(A1, ... An) in E .

The Σ-structures in E are the objects of a category Σ-Str(E ) whose arrows
are the Σ-structure homomorphisms. Such homomorphisms h : M → N are
speci�ed by a collection of arrows hA : MA → NA in E , indexed by the sorts
of Σ. For more details see section D1.1[12].

Let E and F be toposes. Any functor T : E → F which preserves �nite
products and monomorphisms induces a functor Σ-Str(T ) : Σ-Str(E ) → Σ-
Str(F ) in the obvious way.

Let M be a Σ-structure in E . Any �rst order formula ~x . φ over Σ will be
interpreted as a subobject [[~x . φ]]M � M(A1, ... An); this interpretation is
de�ned recursively on the structure of the formula.

De�nition 6.2. Let M be a Σ-structure in a topos E .

(a) If σ = (φ `~x ψ) is a �rst-order sequent over Σ, we say σ is satis�ed in M
(and write M |= σ) if [[~x . φ]]M ≤ [[~x . ψ]]M in the lattice SubE (M(A1, ...
, An)) of subobjects of M(A1, ..., An) in E .

(b) If T is a geometric theory over Σ, we say M is a model of T (and write
M |= T) if all the axioms of T are satis�ed in M .

(c) We write T-mod(E ) for the full subcategory of Σ-Str(E ) whose objects
are the models of T.

6.2 The internal language of a topos

As a category, a Grothendieck topos has all small limits and colimits, as well as
exponentials and a subobject classi�er. It can thus be considered as a mathe-
matical universe in which one can perform all the usual (bounded) set-theoretic
constructions. More speci�cally, one can attach to any topos E a canonical
signature ΣE , called its internal language, having a sort pAq for each ob-
ject A of E , a function symbol pfq : pA1q ... pAnq → pBq for each arrow
f : A1 × · · · × An → B in E and a relation symbol pRq � pA1q ... pAnq for
each subobject R� A1 × · · · × An in E . There is a tautological ΣE -structure
SE in E , obtained by interpreting each pAq as A, each pfq as f and each pRq
as R. For any objects A1, . . . , An of E and any �rst-order formula φ(~x) over

ΣE , where ~x = (xpA1q
1 , . . . , xpAnqn ), the expression {~x ∈ A1 × · · · × An | φ(~x)}

can be given a meaning, namely the interpretation of the formula φ(~x) in the
ΣE -structure SE .

The logic of a topos being in general intuitionistic, any formal proof involving
�rst-order sequents over the signature ΣE will be valid in the structure SE pro-
vided that the law of excluded middle or any other non-constructive principles
are not employed in it.
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6.3 Classifying toposes

De�nition 6.3. Let T be a geometric theory. A Grothendieck topos E is said
to be a classifying topos for T if for any Grothendieck topos F , the category
of geometric morphisms F → E is equivalent to the category of models of T
inside F , naturally in F .

Clearly, a classifying topos of a given geometric theory T is unique up to
categorical equivalence; we shall denote it by Set[T]. Every geometric theory
has a classifying topos; conversely, every Grothendieck topos is the classifying
topos of a geometric theory, albeit not canonically.

Classifying toposes for geometric theories can be built directly through the
construction of syntactic sites.

Let T be a geometric theory and φ(~x) and ψ(~y) be two formulae in T, where
~x and ~y are contexts of the same type and length. We say that these formulae
are α-equivalent if and only if ψ(~y) is obtained from φ(~x) by an acceptable
change of variables, i.e. every free occurrence of xi is replaced by yi in φ and
each xi is free for yi in φ. We write {~x . φ} for the α-equivalence class of the
formula φ~x.

De�nition 6.4. Let T be a geometric theory over a signature Σ. The geometric
syntactic category CT of T has as objects the geometric formulae-in-context
{~x . φ} and as arrows {~x . φ} and {~y . ψ} the T-provable equivalence classes
[θ] of geometric formulae θ(~x, ~y), where ~x and ~y are disjoint contexts, which are
T-provably functional from {~x . φ} to {~y . ψ}, i.e. such that the sequents

- (θ `~x,~y (φ ∧ ψ))

- (θ ∧ θ[~z/~y] `~x,~y,~z (~z = ~y))

- (φ `~x (∃~y)θ)

are provable in T.
We shall say that two geometric formulae-in-context {~x . φ} and {~y . ψ},

where ~x and ~y are disjoint, are T-equivalent if they are isomorphic objects in the
syntactic category CT, that is if there exists a geometric formula θ(~x, ~y) which
is T-provably functional from {~x . φ} to {~y . ψ} and which moreover satis�es

the property that the sequent (θ ∧ θ[~x′/~x] `~x,~x′,~y ~x = ~x′) is provable in T.

We can equip the geometric category CT with its canonical coverage, con-
sisting of all sieves generated by small covering families, i.e. families of the form
{[~xi, ~y . θi] | i ∈ I}, where [θi] are arrows from {~xi . φi} to {~y . ψ} in CT and
the sequent ψ `~y

∨
i∈I(∃~xiθi) is provable in T. We call this topology JT.

The topos Sh(CT, JT) satis�es the universal property of the classifying topos
for T.

Classifying toposes for �nitary algebraic theories can be built in the following
alternative way.

Given a �nitary algebraic theory T, let C alg
T be the category whose objects

are the �nite conjunctions of atomic formulae-in-context (up to α-equivalence)
over the signature of T and whose arrows {~x . φ} → {~y . ψ} (where the contexts
~x = (x1, . . . , xn) and ~y = (y1, . . . , ym) are supposed to be disjoint, without
loss of generality) are sequences of terms t1(~x), . . . , tm(~x) such that the sequent
(φ `~x ψ(t1(~x)), . . . , tn(~x)) is provable in T, modulo the equivalence relation
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which identi�es two such sequences ~t and ~t′ precisely when the sequent (φ `x
~t(~x) = ~t′(~x)) is provable in T.

The category C alg
T is dual to the category of �nitely presented T-algebras,

and the presheaf topos [C alg
T

op
,Set] satis�es the universal property of the clas-

sifying topos for T.

6.4 Morita-equivalence and the Duality theorem

De�nition 6.5. Two geometric theories T and T′ are said to beMorita-equivalent
if they have equivalent classifying toposes, equivalently if they have equivalent
categories of models in every Grothendieck topos E , naturally in E , that is for
each Grothendieck topos E there is an equivalence of categories

τE : T-mod(E )→ T′-mod(E )

such that for any geometric morphism f : F → E the following diagram com-
mutes (up to isomorphism):

T-mod(F ) T′-mod(F )

T-mod(E ) T′-mod(E )

τF

f∗ f∗

τE

De�nition 6.6. A quotient of a geometric theory T is a geometric theory T′
over the same signature such that every axiom of T is provable in T′ (cf. [3]).

Theorem 6.7 (Duality theorem, [3]). Let T be a geometric theory over a
signature Σ. Then the assignment sending a quotient of T to its classifying topos
de�nes a bijection between the quotients of T (considered up to the equivalence
which identi�es two quotients precisely when they prove the same geometric
sequents over their signature)and the subtoposes of the classifying topos Set[T]
of T.

7 Conclusions and future directions

By interpreting Mundici's equivalence as a Morita-equivalence between two ge-
ometric theories, we have opened up the way for an investigation of this equiv-
alence by using the methods of topos theory.

Our applications show that this topos-theoretic approach is fruitful in bring-
ing new insights on this by now classical subject. Also, these results do not
exhaust the range of applicability of the `bridge technique' of [5] in the context
of this speci�c Morita-equivalence. Indeed, one can naturally expect the consid-
eration of other topos-theoretic invariant properties or constructions admitting
appropriate site characterizations to yield further connections between the two
theories.
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On the other hand, the generality of the methods employed indicates that
it is reasonable to expect them to be applicable in the context of other equiva-
lences. For instance, it is not hard to see that the extended categorical equiva-
lence of [10] can be strengthened to a Morita-equivalence (notice that the con-
cepts de�ned therein of GMV-algebra and of a pair consisting of an `-group and a
core on it whose image generates the group are both formalizable within geomet-
ric logic); also, the equivalence of [9] can be interpreted as a Morita-equivalence
(the concept of radical of a MV-algebra admits a geometric description).
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